In this intense retreat we will create an environment or field where
aliveness, authenticity and transparency are welcomed, encouraged and valued deeply. This „permission zone“ initiates an energy of surprise, enthusiasm and trust and a desire to create „sacred
intimate communion“ between individuals and within the group.
From this communion consciousness blooms. We believe it takes a
village to raise a consciousness. This village provides the context to
understand one’s authentic self, to grow as social beings and experience significance, authentic power and belonging. It is juicy,
energetic, safe, connected, sweet and inspirational.

This focus on transparency and on sharing and clarifying unsolved
issues makes it an invaluable catalyst for a fully lived life. With
your participation we will engage in Tribal Technologies of all sorts for
creating trusting, tolerant, touching, transparent and transformational
tribes. Some of these technologies will include Nonviolent Compassionate Communication, Juicy Dancing, Heart Connecting Puja, Human Awareness Intimacy Exercises, Biodanza, Getting Real, Transformational Theatre, 7 Minute Connections, Next Culture Process and
conscious massage.

We will be living together on a marvelous Spanish Finca on the beautiful Mediterranean island of Mallorca and engage in many activities
designed to create a community field of connected awareness, including creating communal meals.
You are invited to give an amount on a sliding scale between: 1.490.€ – 1.790.-€

Including:
Intense Retreat with Kelly Bryson
		
- April 19th to April 27th 2014
Double Room at Finca Cabeneta Mallorca/ Spain
Meals and nonalcoholic Drinks
Excluding:
Travel Expenses

This intense event will be limited to 20 participants.
The places will be booked in the order of received payments.
If you want to experience a „field of consciousness“ supported by
a community committed to transparency of feelings, respect for autonomy and support for all chakra needs getting met, send an email
with your contact details to our team at th@kellybryson.com.

